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P57  Should We Abandon the Use of Epinephrine in Cardiac Arrest? - A Literature Update
Mohammad Anzal Rehman, (United Arab Emirates)

P58  Emergency Department Hospice Referrals: Current Practice in Puerto Rico
Maria R. Ramos-Fernandez, Lismari Carreras, Miguel Cabrera (US Minor Outlying Islands)

P59  Delirium Detection and Management
Melanie Raffoul (United States)

P61  Disaster Mental Health Model : Correlation with Disaster Emergency Medical Model
Soon-Joo Wang (Korea)

P62  Model for Hospitals’ Emergency Department Preparedness in Radiation and Nuclear Incidents
Milad Ahmadi Marzaleh, Rita Rezaee, Abbas Rezaianzadeh, Mahnaz Rakshan, Gholamhassan Haddadi, Mahmoud Reza Peyravi (Iran)

P63  The Strengths and Challenges Related to Health after the Large Earthquake in the West of Iran
Mahmoud Reza Peyravi, Milad Ahmadi Marzaleh, Amir Khorram-Manesh (Iran)

P64  Ramadan Model Intermittent Fasting Effect On Diseases Associated With Nutrition
Umut Payza, Umur Suadiye (Turkey)

P65  Training Effect on Paramedics in Use of FAST in Emergency Medicinel Services
Hamid Reza Hatamabadi (Iran)

P66  Development of Machine Learning Algorithm to Support Airway Intubation in Emergency Situations
Minhyuk Lee, Tae Ho Lim, Yeongtak Song, Jongbong Choi, Yongil Cho, Hyunji Sung (Korea)

P67  Treatment of Symptomatic Bradicardia Using TCP
Amela Komilija (Slovenia)

P68  Emotion workstress as a cause of stress among healthcare workers in prehospital environment
Aleksander Jus, (Slovenia)

P69  Association of response time interval and good neurological outcome according to bystander CPR
Jae Hyuk Lee, Hyunwook Ryoo, Sol Kim, Jae Yun Ahn, Dong Eun Lee, Jung Ho Kim (Korea)

P70  QRS complex characteristics and pulseless electrical activity out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
Jung Ho Kim, Hyun Wook Ryoo, Jae Yun Ahn, Dong Eun Lee (Korea)

P71  Ketamine Use In Operation Enduring Freedom And Operation Freedom's Sentinel
Riley B. Hoyer, Eric Leslie, Eric Pittman, Michael Poppe, Benjamin D. Walrath, Brendon Drew (United States)
P72  Combined Pediatric-Adult Manual Resuscitation Bag for Space Efficiency and Convenience
     J. Choi, M. Lee, Y. Song, T. H. Lim, J. Kim, K. Lim, (Korea)

P73  Patients Transported to ED Frequently and Consecutively by Emergency Medical Services
     Jun Hyuk Chang, Sun Hyu Kim, Hyeji Lee (Korea)

P74  Predicting in-hospital mortality using the national early warning score
     Y. Kim, C.S. Youn (Korea)

P75  Can Pre-Hospital Personnel Accurately Triage Patients for Large Vessel Occlusion Strokes?
     Blake Guillory, Laurie A. Boge, Nicole Warren, Luigi Cubeddu, David A. Farcy (United States)

P76  A High-Flow Nasal Cannula Controversy
     Joshua Gleason, Bill Christian (United States)

P77  The Continues Growth and Development; the Key to Success; A Challenge to EMS throughout Ages
     Ahmed Muqbil Alshammarri (Saudi Arabia)

P78  Stroke Activation Stand-Down in Tan Tock Seng Hospital Emergency Department: Who Are These Patients?
     Alexander Soo, Kum Ying Tham (Singapore)

P79  A 42 Year-Old Woman with Respiratory Distress in The E.D.
     J. Ashkar, P. Peschansky, K. Zilber (Israel)

P80  Megaloblastic Anemia Serving as Hidden Culprit for the Young Pancytopenic Patient
     Shazia Sohrawardy, Collie Oudkerk, Meredith Jones (United States)

P81  Variables influencing the revisit to emergencies of exacerbated COPD patients
     Maria Esther Pulido-Herrero, Miguel E. Ortega Marcos, Susana Garcia-Gutierrez, Eider Bolumburu Aguirre, Nuria Gutierrez Pesquera, Julio J. Gamazo Del Rio, Oihane Barrenechea Barruebena, Iraitz Ibarrola Luengas, (Spain)

P82  Case Presentation: Persistent Tachycardia in a Young, Healthy, and Breastfeeding Woman
     Sallie A. Canumay, Rakesh Singh (United States)

P84  Open door learning: a novel concept in continuing medical education
     Biruthvi Vignarajah, Umesh Salanke, Laura Moore, Victoria Jones (United Kingdom)

P85  A Successful Alternative Training Program for Rural Emergency Medicine Physicians
     Jeffery M. Pinnow, Rolando Diaz Jr. (United States)

P86  The Use of a Vitality Curve to Summarize Milestone Evaluations
     Brian W. Walsh, Frederick W. Fiesseler, Kristen Walsh, Steven Gohsler, Renee L. Riggs, Danielle Biggs, MD, David Salo (United States)

P87  What Is Diversity In Resident Education?
     Brian W. Walsh, Frederick W. Fiesseler, Renee L. Riggs, Kristen Walsh, Danielle Biggs, MD, Amanda Esposito (United States)

P88  Standardized training through simulation for junior nurses in the emergency department
     Jean Mui Hua Lee, Siti F. Ismail (Singapore)

P89  A simple beneficial tool to analyze resident procedural requirements
     Frederick W. Fiesseler Renee L. Riggs, Brian W. Walsh, Steven Gohsler, David Salo (United States)

P90  A Palliative Care Simulation Lab Has Little Lasting Effects on End-of-life Resource Utilization
     Frederick W. Fiesseler, Renee L. Riggs, Steven Gohsler, Brian W. Walsh, David Salo (United States)

P91  Outpatients Are an Underrepresented Group in Emergency Medicine Resident Follow-ups.
     Frederick W. Fiesseler, Renee L. Riggs, David Salo, Steven Gohsler, Brian W. Walsh (United States)
P92  USMLE Scores Do Not Predict the Clinical Performance of Emergency Medicine Residents
Karima R. Sajadi-Ernazarova, Edward A. Ramoska, Mark A. Saks (United States)

P93  To Examine The Effectiveness Of A 6 monthly Resuscitation Course For Drs In A Psychiatric Hospital
Eillyne Seow Fengyuan Yao, Mythily Subramaniam, Ying Wen Lau (Singapore)

P94  In-situ Simulation Sessions for Postgraduate Education in the Emergency Department
Chua Mui Teng, You Ying Wei, Gene Chan (Singapore)

P95  Alcohol and Epilepsy Seizures Correlation
Edlira Harizi (Shemsi) IV, Ferid I. Domi Sr., Kledisa Shemsi (Albania)

P96  Case series of Ischemic Neurovascular Complications of Marfan Syndrome
Shu Woan LEE, Hoe Chin CHUA (Singapore)

P97  Pretreated fucoidan confers neuroprotection against trainset global cerebral ischemic injury
Joong Bum Moon, Jun Hwi Cho, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Chul Shin, Ka Eul Kim, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn, Moo Ho Won (Korea)

P98  mTOR Mediates Neuronal Death Following Transient Global Cerebral Ischemia
Jun Hwi Cho, Joong Bum Moon, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Cheol Shin, Ka Eul Kim, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn, Moo Ho Won (Korea)

P99  Melatonin Protects Autophagy-like Cell Death Cerebellar Purkinje cells
Jun Hwi Cho, Joong Bum Moon, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Cheol Shin, Ka Eul Kim, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn, Moo Ho Won (Korea)

P100 Risperidone Treatment after Transient Ischemia Induces Hypothermia
Joon Yeol Lee, Dae Jin Chung, Jun Hwi Cho, Joong Bum Moon, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Cheol Shin, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn, Moo Ho Won (Korea)

P101 Time-course Pattern of Neuronal Death and Gliosis in Gerbil Hippocampi
Dae Jin Chung, Jun Hwi Cho, Joon Yeol Lee, Joong Bum Moon, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Cheol Shin, Ka Eul Kim, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn (Korea)

P102 Ischemic Preconditioning does not Display Neuroprotection in High-fat Diet-induced Obese Gerbils
Yoon Soo Park, Jun Hwi Cho, Joong Bum Moon, Chan Woo Park, Taek Geun Ohk, Myoung Cheol Shin, Ka Eul Kim, Joon Ha Park, Ji Hyun Ahn, Moo Ho Won (Korea)

P103 A Case of Wernicke’s Encephalopathy with Involuntary Movement Disorder
Yuji Maeda, Kazuhiro Kawata, Shiro Chitoku (Japan)

P104 Non Accidental Trauma in the Limping Child
John Hunt, MD (United States)

P107 Locking Horizontal Mattress Suture as the Alternative Closure Method for Scalp Lacerations
Seung Hwan Seol, SeungWoo Sah (Korea)

P108 Patient Satisfaction Impact of a Text Message Delivered Emergency Department Patient Survey
L.C. Adelman, O. Nava, J. Quinlan (United States)

P109 Feasibility of a Food Insecurity Screening and Referral Pilot Program in the Emergency Department
Victor M. Cisneros, Shashank Somasundaram, Tiffany Hwang, Joseph Bui, Hasan Khan, Shahram Lotfipour, Wirachin Hoonpongsimanont, Bharath Chakravarthy (United States)

P110 Health Disparities and Pediatric Emergency Medicine
L.E. Gomez Sr. (United States)
P111  Health Disparities and Pediatric Emergency Medicine  
L.E. Gomez Sr. (United States)

P112  Priapism Caused by Erectile Dysfunction Medication Requires Less Aggressive Therapies  
Frederick W. Fiesseler, Renne Riggs, Brian Walsh, David Salo, Steven Gohsler (United States)

P113  A Case Report Of Spontaneous Pelvicalyceal Rupture From Ureteric Calculi Diagnosed In Emergency Room  
Yuru Boon, Gene Chan Wai Han (Singapore)